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QUESTION: 1
Erika is configuring the initial Domino server for her organization. Her goal is to
restrict users from modifying any attributes of the Workstation ECL, but she is yet to
create the Administration ECL for the domain. What settings will the client receive
until an Administration ECL is created?
A. The Workstation ECL cannot be created and a warning is issued upon client setup
to that effect. The client configuration will not continue until a default Administration
ECL is defined
B. The Workstation ECL remains blank until an Administration ECL for the domain
is created and saved
C. The Workstation ECL is created with default settings that define the
Administration ECL until one is manually created and saved
D. The Workstation ECL is created with default settings that are built into the Notes
client

Answer: D

QUESTION: 2
If active content on a Lotus Notes client attempts an action that is not enabled for the
signer, or if the signer is not listed in the ECL, Notes generates which of the
following?
A. NSR
B. DAA
C. ESA
D. NCA

Answer: C

QUESTION: 3
Elliott has proceeded to enable extended access to the Domino Directory in his
domain. However, after enabling extended access he found that anonymous searches
via LDAP has stopped functioning. Which of the following describes the cause of
this issue?

A. You may not enable extended access for a Domino Directory on any server
running LDAP or HTTP
B. Anonymous access via LDAP is not supported while extended access is enabled
and Anonymous must be set to 'No Access'
C. Enabling extended access disables access to Domino over the LDAP protocol
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D. Anonymous must be provided Reader of higher rights in the Domino Directory
ACL manually

Answer: B

QUESTION: 4
Gayle was responsible for creating security policy settings documents for her
organization. After Gayle moved to a different company, her former organization was
having trouble with policies being applied in unexpected areas and not working
properly in other areas of the organization. You are now responsible for sorting out
the structure of the security policy settings. Which of the following represents the
order in which a policy setting would be applied to a user in order, from the lowest to
highest priority?

A. Exception policy,Explicit policy with setting from parent, Explicit policy with
setting from parent Organization
B. Explicit policy with enforced settings from parent, Organizational policy with
enforced settings and Exception policy
C. Organizational policy with settings from child, Organization policy with setting
from parent andExplicit policy with setting from child
D. Organizational Policy with settings from parent,Explicit policy with settings from
parent and Explicit policy with enforced settings from parent

Answer: D

QUESTION: 5
Ben, the Domino administrator, has configured SSL on his Domino server. Both
HTTP and SMTP function correctly. However, IMAP users with Outlook clients
cannot utilize the SSL certificate. Which of the following describes the reason?

A. SSL requires an additional certificate for IMAP
B. SSL for IMAP is not enabled on the ports tab of the server document
C. SSL does not apply to the IMAP protocol
D. SSL does not work Outlook over the IMAP protocol, only for Domino Access for
Microsoft Outlook

Answer: B
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QUESTION: 6
Scott has decided that the Domino sever he administrates should require client
certificates across SSL for web access. What effect does enabling this option
provide?

A. It will identify Internet users
B. It will track the DNS name a client uses when accessing the Domino server
C. It will require users to enter their full hierarchical name for authentication
D. It will force users to enter a more secure Internet password

Answer: A

QUESTION: 7
A major manufacturer of automobiles announced that it was going to lay off 2000
employees. The Domino administrator configured a time-stamped list identifying
rescinded Internet certificates. What is the name for this list?

A. Certificate Revocation List
B. Issued Certificate List
C. Certificate Retract List
D. Terminated Certificate List

Answer: A

QUESTION: 8
A new corporate security policy has been mandated for all users on Lotus Notes, that
passwords must be changed every 45 days. You are responsible for enforcing the new
security policy. After creating the necessary security policy document that applies to
the entire Organization, some users are getting locked out of their Notes id files after
the first 45 day cycle occurs. Which of the following best explains the reason for
users getting locked out of their id files?
A. The users' Internet password does not match their Notes id password and security
policies that enforce password change must also have the Internet and Notes
password synchronized
B. The grace period is set to the default for the security policy document and users
have passed the default
C. The users affected have their user id filed placed on Smartcards and a PIN number
assigned
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D. The users' new password did not meet the password length criteria assigned by the
security policy

Answer: C

QUESTION: 9
The password key width of a Notes id file is used to control which of the following?
A. The minimum number of characters that a user must provide for a new password
B. The minimum quality that a user must match for a new password
C. The length of time an id is valid before recertification is required
D. The encryption key that protects the Notes keysthat are stored in the user ID

Answer: D

QUESTION: 10
The size of a SSL session key is determined by which of the following?

A. The cipher being used
B. The user password strength
C. The expiration of the public key presented by the connecting host
D. The creation date of the SSL certificate

Answer: A

QUESTION: 11
Kathleen has generated an ECL refresh for user's workstations. Which of the
following entries must be entered into the Administration ECL to allow users to
export data and allow access to network resources under their own name?

A. <ECLOwner>
B. <WorkstationManager>
C. <OSAdmin>
D. <LocalAdministrator>

Answer: A
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